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This first of a multi-part series on swim benches 
addresses their use in perfecting technique. 
Subsequent articles will highlight their utilization 
in dedicated training and prehab and rehab.
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USED BY COACHES EVERYWHERE
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[ PHOTO PROVIDED BY VASA]

SWIM BENCH TRAINING 
AND STROKE TECHNIQUE
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Pictured >> Vasa SwimErg
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BENCHES ARE VERSATILE

RESOURCES

Swim bench sophistication spans the spectrum from basic padded slab 
with stretch cords to accessorized multi-faceted machines complete 
with ergometers and computer-enhanced capabilities. Following is 
an all-too-brief introduction to the market. Swimming World urges 
readers to thoroughly explore manufacturer websites and do their 
own due diligence to !nd a machine that best suits individual and/or 
team needs. Spoiler alert: benches are not cheap and, therefore, not 
for everyone.

Vasa
https://vasatrainer.com/
Vasa is by far the most well-known and widely used device of its 
kind, serving more than 500 college and university customers as 
well as the Russian national training centers. Vasa Trainers most 
used by professional coaches is the Pro model that costs $999. 
Vasa's SwimErg starts at $1,799. Vasa’s Sport Bench sells for $399 
and can be used with Vasa stretch cords and swim paddles, o!ering 
a very a!ordable and portable swim bench solution. 

SwimFast Ergo by KayakPro
http://www.kayakpro.com/swimfast/
KayakPro, designer and manufacturer of SwimFast products, was 
established in 2003 and has been the o"cial ergometer supplier 
to the Olympic Games for the last four quadrennials. The company 
is nicely established in international markets, #nding particular 

favor with Olympic champions in Japan and athletes in Poland and 
the UK. In the past, SwimFast has o!ered several variations of its 
basic model, but is consolidating its production to its SwimFast Pro 
model, $2,315 (plus shipping) basic price. 

Halo Swim Training System
http://lanegainer.com/products/Halo-Swim-Training-System.html
Produced by Lane Gainer Sports, the basic Halo Swim Training 
system includes, among other things, a bench, a Halo™ template, 
handle and pacing device ($444). This system addresses three 
key competitive swimming components and helps teach and 
reinforce high-elbow catch. A kit ($149) converts a bench from 
any manufacturer into a HALO™ swim bench. Lane Gainer o!ers 
an unending array of accessories to please the most discriminating 
coach. The accessories allow for considerable creativity as 
demonstrated by CEO of competitiveswimmer.com and California 
Baptist University coach Steve Friederang (multiple examples on 
YouTube).

PowerSpeed-Training
http://powerspeed-training.com/swimbench.html
The company (formerly Mini Gym) of early swim bench developer 
Glen Hensen o!ers the Isokinetic Swim Bench Model #85 with 
two #101 Mini Gyms for Dry Land Training. It has a variable speed 
governor and simulates all stroke training. The Isokinetic Wall 
Mount Swim Bench (Model #84 with two #101 Mini Gyms) goes for 
$895 plus shipping. 

Pictured >> University 
of Tennessee’s Matt 

Trainers and Swim Ergs 
to teach three technique 
concepts: high-elbow 
catch, proper pull 
pattern and e"cient 
body posture. The ability 
to isolate positions, 
teach concepts and 
communicate with 
the athlete while on 
deck—rather than in the 
water—also enhances 
swimmer understanding 
of drag reduction and 
force generation.
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